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A Quick Guide to Batteries
(Editor‘s Note: The following article
appeared in the Electronic Buyers’
News and is reproduced with permission of CMP Publications Inc.)

Even though the electrochemical
fabrication of the most commonly
used batteries has been known for
more than a century, new and improved batteries are providing users
an even widening choice of operating
characteristics for meeting different
requirements.
COnSeqUently, this article attempts
to define and explain many Of today’s batteries and their differing
characteristics.
The term battery applies to a range
of products classed as primary and
secondary. Because their active materials are irreversibly consumed
during periods of usage, primary
batteries can’t be recharged. However, recharging secondary batteries
reconstitutes their active materials
and permits them to be reused many
times.
Strictly speaking, a battery is an assembly of two or more cells. The
cells, each made up of two dissimilar
electrodes, are in contact with an
electrolytewithin a closed container.
The voltage output of the cell is a
function of the electrochemicalproperties of the electrodes and the electrolyte. For systems in common use
today, this ranges from 1.2 to 3.0
volts.
Every cell and battery has two important characteristics: voltage and
discharge rate. Voltage higher than
the cell voltage are obtained by connecting cells in series so that their
voltages combine. For example, a
12-volt battery would consist of six
2-volt cells or eight 1.5-volt cells. In
the early days of tube-type radio,
there was a constant demand for
45- and 90-volt batteries, each requiring a large number of cells.

Discharge rate is expressed in
ampere-hours or milliampere-hours.
This is the product of current measured in amperes or milliamperes and
the number of hours that the cell or
battery can supply or discharge that
amount of current. The abbreviations are Ahr and mAhr.
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until recently the choice of battery
power was limited to the carbon-zinc
(Leclanche) dry cell used for
general-purposeapplicationesuch as
flashlights and portable radio@.
Then the zinc-chloride versions of
the cgI.bon-zincsy-m &e& si@ficantly improved energy density,
while the alkaline-manganese
dioxide system Provided a further
improvement,
.
the latter being suited
for efflcient powering of transistorized circuitry. Mercuric oxide and
silver oxide met the need for compact button cells for hearing aids,
calculators, cameras, and other special needs.
Carbon-Zinc Flashlight Battery
ONE PIECE COVER (+)
Tin Plated Steel
ELECTRODE - Carbon
VENT WASHER Paprboard
ASPHALT SEAL
WAX RING SEAL

SUPPORT WASHER
Polyelhylane coaled
Paperboard
JACKET Polyethylanecoated
Kran h C.llulose
Acetale CoaMd Label
MIX - Manganese
Dioxide. etc
PASTE -Flour. Starch
Arnrnonlurn Chloride.
Zinc Clorlde
CAN -Zinc
CUP - Kran Paper
STAR BOTTOM Paperboard
BOTTOM (-) Tin
Plated SIW

Carbon-Zinc(Leclanche).Still the
most common and lowest cost primary system for general purposes,
from toys and flashlights to transistorized radios and recorders,
carbon-zinc batteries and cells
account for at least half of the primary battery sales.
The cell consists of a positive carbon
electrode and an electrolyte composed of manganese dioxide, ammonium chloride and zinc chloride
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and water. The negative electrode is
the zinc case. The voltage per cell is
1.5V. Cell sizes range from AAA to
D and the lowest cost battery is the
9-V rectangular case size for transistorized products.

Carbon-Zinc (Zinc-Chloride). The
zinc-chloride or heavy-duty version
of ~
the basic~ system provides about
50% more life for the same case size
as the Leclanche version. Construction is similar except the ammonium
chloride is omitted from the electrolyte. Cell voltage is 1.5V.
Allr&e Manganese DiolEide. The
so-called alkaline cell is a further refinement of the basic carbon-zinc
system, using the same m i t i v e and
negative electrodes. Highly alkaline
potassium hydroxide is US& in place
of zinc-chloride. Reportedly, these
cells and batteries offer a twofold
improvement in energy density over
the carbon-zinc system for about
twice the price. This system is better
adapted for use where reliability and
length of service offset the increased
cost. Case sizes are similar and cell
voltage is the same.
Mercuric Oxide Cells. The mercuric oxide cell has a higher electrical capacity for its size than either
carbon-zinc or alkaline cells, providing 1.35 volts per cell. The cathode is
mercuric oxide, the anode is zinc and
the electrolyte is potassium hydroxide or sodium hydroxide. This
system provides effective button-size
cells for watches and hearing aids,
but seems to be losing ground to the
more effective silver-oxide systems.
Silver-OxideCells. Silver oxide cells
provide more than twice the energy
of carbon zinc cells of an equivalent
size and offer more energy per unit
volume than mercuric oxide cells.
Available in two types, high drain
and low drain, the silver oxide
cathodes are paired to ZiDC anodes;
and the electrolytes ara3 potassium
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hydroxide or sodium hydroxide.
These button-sized 1.55 cells are in
wide demand for watches and hearing aids.

watch use. They use oxygen as the
positive electrode, zinc as the negative electrode and feature an electrolyte of potassium hydroxide. Shelf
life is excellent because they are
only activated by removing the tape
from a tiny hole, which admits air.
The zinc air cell provides 1.5 volts
per cell.

Magnesium Cells are primarily
used in military applications due to
their ability to withstand extremes
in temperature and humidity and to
provide energy after years of storage. A magnesium alloy is used for
the anode; magnesium bromide for
the electrolyte. Magnesium cells
provide 1.8 volts per cell.
Zinc-Air Cells are high-energy primary systems available commercially today for hearing aid and

At present, lithium systems in use or
under investigation are also classed
as either solid or liquid. In the solid

The Type Used in HP Calculators

Rechargeable Nicads
Nickel-cadmium batteries are often
blamed for ear& failure when in
fact, you have been abusing the
poor things &I &wg
i without matising it. And true to Murphy’s law,
your devica will go dead when you
need it the most and do not have
the charger with you; or you do
have the charger, but there’s no AC
power available.

To demonstrate proper nicad use,
let‘slook at the nicad cek USBd by
Hewlett-Packardcalculators. These
cells, aqrding to their manufacturer, should average approxirnately 500 chargeldischarge cycles. Sometimes your treatment of
these batteries may shorten or appear to shorten their useful life. Of
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Lithium Cells. The term lithium
cell or battery applies to a number of
different electrochemical systems
capable of producing from 1 to 4
volts per cell, Lithium is used as the
negative electrode in all of them, but
the voltage and operating characteristics a r e determined by the
choice of cathode and electrolyte. All
of the systems employ highly reactive alkali metals prepared without
the use of water, so they are classed
as non-aqueous.

course, subjecting nicads to excessive temperatures will guarantee to
shotten their life. But the way you
uw the calculatar and charge the
bateties can also affect their
performance.
TM
chargeldidarge cycle is
as follows: 1) fully charge the
nion the recharger; 2) remove
the h - r
and Opeate the cab
CIJlator on battety
Until a low
l@mli n d m OWAJrs;3)M a m e
fully on rechWW. This method results in imximum battery performance. Actually most peopledo not
use their calculators in this manner,
but rather in the broad spectrum
between two extremes. Those two
WWW. H PARCHIVE.COM
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systems, the cathode is a metal
halide, sulfide or oxide, and the electrolytes are lithium salts in organic
solvent. The liquid systems have
soluble reactants with catalytic materials (sulfur dioxide or thionyl
chloride). The electrolytes in the liquid units can be organic or inorganic.

extremes are excessively deep discharging and continual recharger
use.

Continual Reuharger Uae
Continual recharger use does not
harm the calculator or batteries. If

the c&uktor is USBd in a combina-

of recharger aurd battery power,
if the battery is Cffmharged to a
different level each chargel
discharge cyde, no harm is done.
If, however, a battery is subjected
to a repetitive depth of discharge
over a period of many months, a
phenomenon known as memory
may result. Memory is an apparent
tempomy loss of capacity. To illustrate, suppose a calculator is
kept on the recharger continually,
except for a 5-minute period each
day when it is used on battery
power. Over a long period of thne,
the nickel-cadmium batteries begin
to “remember” the capacity they

-

Though lithium systems cost less
than silver oxide -materials, their
manufacturing costs are higher.
They can replace mercury and silver
based systems where their voltages
are about equal, but the higher
lithium voltages may call for circuit
or. product redesign.
Lithium battery systems can present
potential safety hazards because of
their higher energy content, higher
reactivity and the unusual nature of
the materials involved. Most often,
they a r e seen as supplementing
rather than replacing silver oxide
systems. But lithium cells have the
highest watt hours per cubic inch
(Whr/in3) and their hermetically
sealed cells afford a shelf life in excess of five years.

Secondary Batteries

c

Lead-Acid Cell. Storage batteries
made of multiple lead-acid cells are
the most widely used rechargeable

An interesting sidelight can be
shown when you compare high cost
vs low cost automobile batteries
within the same group (i.e. group
being a standard size of battery such
as 24F).In general, the low cost battery will have fewer plates (less lead,
hence lower cost), and have a lower
ampere-hour rating than the high
cost battery. Once quick way to verify this is to weigh the two batteries.

Obviously, the battery with more
plates has more lead and therefore
weighs more. It also lasts longer
when you inadvertently leave your
lights on. It also can provide more
cranking power for cold morning
starts.
Of more interest to the electronics
industry for the continous power of
remote instrumentation sensors, TV
sets, medical instruments and truly
portable tools is the true sealed
lead-acid battery. No acid or vapor is
vented and all evolved oxygen gas is
recombined with the plate materials. These batteries and cells are
presently limited to lower watt-hour
ratings than the maintenance-free
batteries. Although some of the
cases are flashlight cell size, these
sealed lead-acid cells are not interchangeable with either carbon zinc
and alkaline cells.
There are a number of different
proprietary methods for making sealed lead-acid cells. Some makers are

batteries.

are expected to deliver each day,
and they then will deliver no more
than that amount. Memory is completely reversible by a few complete
charge/discharge cycles (from full
charge down to low level
indication).
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The positive electrodes of lead-acid
cells are made of lead peroxide and
the negative electrodes are made of
sponge lead paste. The groups of
positive and negative plates are interleaved and spaced by separators.
The complete assembly is places in
an electrolyte of diluted sulfuric
acid. A storage battery is made up of
separate compartments or cells, each
with its own filler and vent plug.
The voltage of each cell is approximately 2 volts. Actually, automobile
batteries use cells of 2.1 volts so the
combinations of 6 cells provides 12.6
volts.

Deep Discharge
The other extreme encountered is
excessive deep discharging of
batteries. This is potentially the
most damaging to nicad cells. In
most cases, the cause of failure
when a battery is too deeply discharged is an internal short. Normally a charged or partiallycharged cell has enough internal
energy to vaporize a short. However, when a cell has been too deeply discharged, the cell does not
have enough internal energy to
clear or prevent a potential short.
The result is that with a number of

deep discharge cycles, the chances
of shorting increase. There are two
varieties of shorts possible - a
low-impedance and a highimpedance short. A low-impedance
shorted cell will not respond to any
level of recharging current. A
high-impedance shorted cell can
recover under high charging currents (2A to 4A). However, the shelf
life of this cell is very short as it
actually discharges itself through its
own internal short. Consequently,
both low-impedance and highimpedance shorted cells are considered permanent failures. Another
type of failure associated with deep
discharge is called cell reversal. In
a multi-cell battery, deep discharge
will cause one cell to become
exhausted first, since cells cannot
be precisely matched in capacity.
The cell with remaining capacity
drives the exhausted cell into a reverse state of charge which is cell
WWW.HPARCHIVE.COM

reversal. This is a permanent failure, and the battery pack must be
replaced.
The problem of discharging your
battery too deeply does not always
disappear even when you have
been made aware of the situation.
A malfunctioning low-level detect
system could be the guilty culprit.
We won't discuss catastrophic cell
failure in the form of venting since it
is an easily recognizable problem
requiring battery replacement. Excessive temperature, excessive
overcharge, cell reversal, and misuse or abuse of nicads are all
causes of venting.

So remember, to get an average of
500 charge/discharge cycles out of
your HP calculator Nicads, give it a
full charge, use it until all the decimal points light up, then give it
another full charge.

SPARE PARTS KIT
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using very thin, spirally wound positive apd negative plates, with the
liquid electrolyte contained in a
separator. Other makers are using a
gelled sulfuric acid electrolyte. All of
these cells, however, have safety
vents, usually resealable membranes, to prevent the cell from
exploding in the event of accidental
overcharge.

Nickel-Cadmium Cell. The nickelcadmium cell can be recharged
many times and has almost constant
voltage during discharge. These
cells operate well at low temperatures and can be hermetically sealed.

Lead-Acid Automobile Battery
Vent Plug
Inter-wII
Connector \

\ ,-/
post

solution of potassium hydroxide. The
average operating voltage is about
1.2 volts.

Negative
Strap

Partition
Separator

Negative
Plate

In the charged condition, the positive electrode is nickel hydroxide
and the negative electrode is metallic cadmium. The electrolyte is a

Nickel-cadmium power sources are
divided into the low watt-hour units
suitable for calculators, walkietalkie portable radios and portable
tools, not to mention vented versions
with higher ratings which are
widely used in aircraft ignition systems. Sealed nickel-cadmium cells
are made in button sizes through the
range of flashlight “D” cells.
Rechargers are supplied with the
consumer product as part of a linecord transformer-rectifier assembly.

Recommended Spare Parts Kit
For HP Products
SPARES
Spare Parts - Anticipated Requirements
Evaluation System
Th last issue f Bench Briefs
showed you a simple system for ordering parts directly from HP (MOP
for Mail Order Parts) so you could
avoid the $20 minimum charge.
Now, here is a way to put it to use replenishing spare parts kits.
SPARES is the name of a computer
program used by HP to generate recommended spare parts lists for most
HP products. After purchasing the
recommended spare parts kit, if your
instrument should ever need repair,
there is a 90% probability of having
the part available. Probability is
even higher if spares are replenished
as they are used.

Multiple Lists

Long-Term Packaging

Recommendations can be made for a
single product (1 each 5245L), a
quantity of identical products (96
each 5245L), or a combination list
for various quantities of different
products (6 each 412A, 27 each
1707A, and 9 each 5245L). Recommendations can be made for a spare
parts inventory of one year up to
nine years.

Long-term and military-standard
packaging is optional. The process
used for long-term packaging
increases the kit’s shelf life because
each part is individually packaged
and marked. This provides easy
identification and protection against
destructive effects of weather and
atmospheric conditions while in
storage.
For more information about
SPARES, contact your local HP
Sales and Service office. Reference
the HP Corporate Parts Center
Policies and Procedures Manual,
Section 3080.
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